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Abstract. With the development of modern technology, the biomechanical analysis of the 

competitive activity of soccer players has become an indispensable aspect in the training process, 

on which the achievement of top results largely depends. Kicking is a primary activity in soccer, 

and thus it is necessary to evaluate and highlight its importance through biomechanical scientific 

research. The aim of this narrative review of the current literature was to examine the 

biomechanical analysis of kicking in soccer. Put differently, this narrative review of the current 

literature examines the kick in soccer starting from the way the player approaches the ball to the 

end of the ball's flight, the point that determines the success of the kick. In order for the shot to be 

as strong and better as possible, the last step must be long. A few steps away and at an angle to 

the direction of the ball's flight, skilled kickers perform a curved approach to a stationary soccer 

ball. Based on the review analysis, it is clear that state-of-the-art biomechanical equipment and 

analytical methods have been used extensively to advance our understanding of soccer shooting 

talent, as well as variables that more clearly depict the biomechanics of soccer shooting. The 

recommendation to future researchers on the topic of football implies the application of original 

research in order to show as clearly as possible the importance of biomechanics and kicking in 

football. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Achieving top results in all team sports is increasingly conditioned by the application of the latest 

scientific knowledge in the processes of preparation, planning and guidance of athletes 1-3. Top 

athletes and their mastery of sports skills have progressed significantly in the past few decades, 

and the most significant factor in progress for all professional observers is sports preparation both 

in football 4,5 and in other sports 6,7. 

Football is the most popular sport in the world, but it should be emphasized that further 

biomechanical studies are necessary in order to fully demonstrate the importance and role of 

professional football in the modern world 8-11. It should certainly be emphasized that it is very 

important to learn and improve soccer skills in primary and secondary schools as part of physical 

and health education subjects, so that students can carry out their further activity in soccer 

trainings 12-14. 

With the development of modern technology, the biomechanical analysis of competitive activity 

in football has become an indispensable aspect in the training process, on which the achievement 

of top results largely depends 10. The goal of the football game is to score more goals than the 

opponent, and therefore it is necessary, in relation to characteristics of certain players, to find the 

most efficient and rational tactical and physical game preparation plan that will achieve the 

greatest success, and in order to achieve that goal, each team must have an effective way of 

technical-tactical and physical preparation 11,16. 

In the best world leagues, the football season lasts on average 10–11 months 17. The football 

season is based on three periods: the preparatory period, the competition period and the transition 

period (off-season or transition period). The preparation period lasts about seven weeks and for 

professional teams it starts at the beginning of July and ends in the middle of August. From that 

moment, the competition period begins and optimally lasts until the middle of May 17-19. 

Kicking is the primary activity in football 10,11,20,21,27,28. This narrative review of the current 

literature is from a biomechanical perspective as recent developments in biomechanical theory 

have influenced our understanding of kicking talent. This actually means that this review focuses 

on soccer, but specifically on kicking the ball, since most of the research that has been published 
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is about this type of soccer and kicking. 

Previous studies have considered mainly the kicking leg, as well as the kinematic, kinetic and 

electromyographic characteristics of its segments, joints and muscles 3,4,10,11,20,21. Although much 

is known about the biomechanics of the kicking leg, there are a number of other aspects that have 

been the subject of recent research. The researchers expanded their interest to consider the 

characteristics of the overall technique and the influences of the upper body, supporting leg and 

pelvis on the kicking action. In addition, more information is now available about kicking the ball 

in soccer and the corresponding characteristics of the throw and flight of the ball. This review 

looks at the shot as a whole starting with how the player approaches the ball to the end of the 

ball's flight, the point that determines the success of the shot. Thus, the aim of this narrative 

review of the current literature was to examine the biomechanical analysis of kicking in soccer. 

 

Kicking technique in football 

Considering that kicking is the primary activity in soccer, it is necessary to evaluate and point to 

the scientific research that serves as the basis for our knowledge about this sport. This evaluation 

extends and extends previous studies with a biomechanical focus. Although the biomechanics of 

the kicking leg are well understood, there are many more elements to kicking that have recently 

become the focus of research. Researchers are now more interested in the entire shot, from how 

the player approaches the ball to when the ball lands and whether or not it was a successful shot. 

This interest included aspects of general technique, foot contact with the ball and the effects of 

cleats and soccer balls, ball launch characteristics and ball flight, and the effects of the upper 

body, supporting legs and pelvis on impact. getting around. This review evaluates them and 

makes an effort to propose a research agenda for the future. 

A few steps away and at an angle to the ball's flight direction, skilled step kickers execute a curved 

approach to a stationary soccer ball. Players prefer angled approaches, while some studies 11,22 

indicate that approach angles of 43.8°, self-selected, produced maximum ball speed, 

complementing earlier research that found that an approach angle of approximately 45.8°ensures 

optimal ball speed. Players also prefer to use an approach distance that requires them to take a 

small number of steps, averaging 2–4 steps. An approach of this type generates a modest approach 

speed of about 3–4 mss 10,23 . Therefore, the nature of the approach appears to be important for 

performance. 
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To kick as hard and as far as possible, the last step or step must be long. Stoner and Ben-Sira 

observed that compared to mid-range kicks, long (1.69 m) footed professional players had a 

longer last step length (1.50 m) 24. According to Lees and Nolan two professional players who 

performed the maximum kick leg (0.72 m and 0.81 m) had a longer last step length compared to 

the submaximal kick (0.53 m and 0.55 m). They hypothesized that a longer final stride would 

result in greater pelvic retraction, which would then allow for greater pelvic protraction (ie, 

forward rotation on the striking side) 25. 

The approach path made by skilled players is curved and as a consequence the body is tilted 

towards the center of rotation. It is likely that the purpose of the curved run is to ensure that the 

body produces and maintains a lateral tilt while executing the stroke. One reason is that the angled 

foot is better able to get under the ball to make better contact with it. Another reason is that a 

more angled lower body would allow for a more extended knee at impact, and therefore greater 

foot speed. The third reason is that the curved approach provides a stable position for the shot, 

thus contributing to the accuracy and consistency of the shot 26. 

 

Dominant leg of a football player 

The dominant leg has been widely studied in soccer and recent reviews have provided a good 

account of the kinematic and kinetic data associated with this limb. It is worth noting that despite 

the widespread recognition that impact is three-dimensional (3D) in nature, relatively few 3D 

studies have been conducted and relatively limited kinematic data are available in the 

abduction/adduction and internal/external axes. There are no normative data and little statistical 

information available for these important descriptive variables 10,11,22-26. 

Many studies have reported a decrease in angular and/or linear velocity of the kicking leg just 

prior to ball impact 10,11,18-21. There is a tight relationship between foot swing speed and the 

resulting ball speed 27 and this implies achieving maximum performance. 

The nature of the leg swing observed by many in the final phase of kicking in soccer has left an 

enigma that some have interpreted as a motor control strategy to improve accuracy 27. In contrast, 

coaches often advise players to "kick through the ball." In an attempt to address this situation 

they reported representative soccer foot-kick kinematics using advanced technology, which 

included high sampling rates and a novel filtering procedure (time-frequency filtering) 28. They 

found that the shaft continued to accelerate until the ball was struck ( figure 1), which was very 
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different from the one previously published. They were also able to reproduce the typical decrease 

in angular velocity of the handle before impact by downsampling the data (to 250 Hz) and 

applying a conventional low-pass filter (10 Hz). 

 

Biomechanics of kicking in soccer 

Kinetic data, represented by joint moments, have been of interest for some time with two-

dimensional (2D) flexion/extension moments being widely reported. Nunome et al. were the first 

to report full 3D joint moments (ie, for abduction/adduction and internal/external axes) for the 

kicking leg 29. Further 3D joint Kawamoto et al. have recently published torque data for leg kick 

30, which attributed the better performance of experienced players to heir greater hip joint 

moments (hip flexion, adduction, and external rotation were 168, 100, and 41 Nm, respectively) 

compared to inexperienced players (94, 115 and 26 Nm respectively) 30. 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Comparison of changes in shaft angular velocity due to ball impact calculated from three different 

filtering and sampling techniques by Nunome et al. 28. 

Inconsistencies between joint moment and segmental motion have been reported (eg, knee flexor 

moment while the knee is extended) 11. Aziz and Bylbyl termed this unique phenomenon the 

"soccer paradox", related to Lombard's paradox found in the early years of the last century for 
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standing movement from a chair. However, from another point of view, this paradox implies 

that kinetic sources, other than muscle moments, are partially responsible for the characteristic 

pattern of segment movement during the kick 31. Putnam (1991) was the first to discover the 

significant influence of "movement-dependent" moments on football blows. Dorgeet al. were 

the first to apply Putnam's procedure to a soccer kick from a step and quantify the amount of 

work done by the motion-dependent torque due to the angular velocity of the thigh. This 

corresponded to 20% of the work done by the knee extension moment 32. 

These studies have significantly improved our understanding of the effectiveness of segmental 

interaction in kicking. However, they did not admit to tampering with the change of moments 

just before the ball was struck. As mentioned earlier, the change of joint moments near the 

impact of the ball is very sensitive to data treatments, and this is especially emphasized in soccer. 

The positive effects of different football programs, both recreational and professional, on the 

functional abilities of athletes 33-38, and therefore also football players 10, 11, 20, 24, 27, 28. To date, a 

study by Nunoma et al. is the only one that has addressed such problems using reasonable data 

treatments and clearly demonstrated detailed time series changes of both joint and motion-

dependent moments 27,28. In their study, the knee extension moment decreased rapidly during 

the final phase of the kick and finally began to show a reverse (flexion) moment just before ball 

impact, while the motion-dependent moment increased rapidly to show an extension moment at 

ball impact (Figure 2). It is possible that the movement-dependent torque helps to compensate 

for the inhibition of the muscle torque, thus increasing the angular velocity during the final phase 

of the impact. From these changes, Nunome et al. have speculated that as the angular velocity 

of the handle exceeds the inherent force-velocity limitation of the muscle just prior to ball 

impact, the muscle system becomes unable to generate any concentric force. It appears that the 

coach's advice to "hit through the ball" should focus on muscle groups other than the knee, with 

the hip and trunk muscles most likely to contribute 27. 

Effective movement-dependent torque action can be considered an index of better segmental 

coordination. This index was used to elucidate the influence of intersegmental coordination on 

limb preferences and fatigue 39. Movement-dependent torque appears to be independent of joint 

torque and largely depends on the action of joint torques generated at other joints, mostly 

proximal joints. This implies that adjacent or even distant joints are effectively connected to 

each other through the action of motion-dependent moments. Putnam's equation allows the 
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effect of linear hip motion (acceleration) on the motion-dependent moment acting on the knee 

32 to be extracted. 

To date, conflicting results have been reported for the effect of hip motion on movement-

dependent torque.Dorgeet al. showed no positive hip motion work 32 , while Putnam showed a 

small but positive contribution (16% of average net moment magnitude) 40 , and Nunome et al. 

showed a more dominant contribution of upward hip movement. In these cases, ball impact 

interference and its treatment would not explain these differences because the impact from ball 

impact is not considered to be transmitted to the hip 27 . 

  

 

 

Figure 2. Motion-dependent mean joint and moment changes at the knee joint during the soccer kick leg swing from 

the stride of Nunome et al. 27. 

 

CONCLUSION 

It is clear that state-of-the-art measurement equipment and analytical methods have been used 

extensively to advance our understanding of football kicking talent and the variables that affect 

how well it works. In general, the focus has expanded beyond the interest of the kicking leg to 

include the effects of other parts of the body and other aspects of movement. The idea that the 

whole body is involved in foot strike speed is becoming accepted. Although they are often studied 

separately, a comprehensive view is created using qualitative analytical techniques, particularly 
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the application of movement principles and technical levels. We have tried to address both broader 

interests related to the art of kicking, as well as to bring the reader closer to a number of 

contemporary topics that are currently of interest to researchers in this field. The recommendation 

to future researchers on the subject of football involves the application of original research in order 

to show as clearly as possible the importance of the biomechanics of kicking in football. 
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